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Abstract 

This Master's Design Project suggests a process toward an architecture of depth in the typical suburban 
environment. It makes the claim that suburbia is an ecology; a study of the interactions among organisms 
and their environments. With this in mind, the project addresses the suburban environment from both a 
theoretical and a practical standpoint. More specifically, this project looks critically at the suburban 
landscape through two primary characteristics • the lawn and the garden. Each represent a different 
relationship between humankind and nature; the lawn maintains a paradigm of humans apart from nature, 
while the garden suggests an example of humans as pari of nature, the fundamental idea in the develop
ment of the theoretical framework of Deep Architecture. 

The first section, of this document establishes the context for the design component - Suburbia It 

discusses the automobile-centred culture of suburbia and how it perpetuates the human apart from nature 

paradigm North American society exists within today. The second section entitled The Lawn', focuses 

on the landscape where suburbia unfolds from historic, economic, psychological, aesthetic, political and 

environmental perspectives. It questions the lawn and it's role in maintaining a landscape of separation 

within suburbia, perpetuating the human apart from nature paradigm. The third section, "The Garden", 

explores the garden ethic as an alternative to both the wilderness ethic and market ethic, both of which 

rule suburban development. It offers the garden, and the act of gardening itself, as a way to approach 

development in today's suburban environment. It suggests the creation of a new suburbanscape about 

togetherness, one which focuses on peoples relationships and experiences not only with each other but 

their history, culture and natural environment. The goal rt sets is not to supplant today's suburbia but to 

recreate it through a recognition of it's strengths that lead to change within it's existing fabric through the 

infiltration and influence of an ideology that supports integrity, diversity and a value system for all peoples. 

The fourth section, "Deep Architecture', addresses the theoretical framework Deep Architecture and it's 

potential to lead the profession of architecture into a new age of ecological awareness It reviews the 

theory of Deep Ecology, from which Deep Architecture borrows much of its theoretical foundation, sug

gesting that the non-anihropc centric basis of Deep Ecology is inconsistent with an architecture of depth 

As well it counters Deep Ecology's incessant want to invalidate its 'shallow' counterpart. Lastly, this 

section suggests that an anthropocentric garden ethic fits well within the scope of Deep Architecture by 

offenng fresh new metaphors about nature needed to inform an architecture that reflects a human in 

nature paradigm. 

Finally, The Design Project" proposes a multi-use residential design intervention into the suburbanscape 

of Okotoks. The project implements strategies that address residential design from a functional, concep

tual, philosophical, and aesthetic perspective. It takes what is seen largely as superficial and void of 

meaning (i.e. suburbia), identifies the potential fo deep relationships within it and translates them into an 

architectural/urban design aimed at encouraging new and appropriate relationships and experiences within 

the suburban environment. 
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In t roduc t ion 

Architecture of the 20th century began by celebrating the age of industry and technology, a 

trend that is rapidly changing in response to a new age of ecobgical awareness and informa

tion. The fobwing document and design project are reflective of contemporary architectural 

practice seeking to change the relationship between buildings and the natural environment. 

Both the theory and the design attempt to translate this emerging revolution into an appropriate 

language of form, proposing design that addresses residential development from a functional, 

conceptual, philosophical, aid aesthetic perspective. 

Traditionally, the environmental ethic of America has come from the wilderness. Thoreau's 

Waben. first pubished in 1854, heped lay a foundation for western society's relationship with 

nature. Walden is an individualstic expression of how ife could be; guided by nature while 

maintaining a sense of America's creed of self-reiance and self-reaization. Constructing his 

phibsophy from the teachings of nature while iving in the seclusion of Walden Pond for two 

years, Thoreau experienced nature as al knowing...divine. 

If we understand that design bads to the manifestation of human intention, and if that 
we make with our hands is to be sacred and honour the earth that gives us ife, them the 
things we make must not onk* rise from the ground but return to it, soil to the earth, 
water to the sea, so every thing that is received from the earth can be freely given back 
without causing harm to any iving system. This is ecology. This is good design."' 

In Michael Polan's bndmsfk book Second Nature, he states that the metaphor of a divine 

nature can admit only two robs for the human being: as worshipper (the naturalst's rob) or 

tempb destroyer (the devebper's rob) (Potan: 1991). The first is derived from an ideal ethic 

where the human's rub over the land is abdicated and the natural order of things is left to reign 

,the wilderness ethic; the second, to economics where nature is given ittb or no consideration, 



regardless of the consequences, the market ethic (Pofen: 1991). 

In keeping with Polar's nvjtaphor, North American wilderness has been quarantined within 

intellectual boundaries; gathered up into national parks and wildlife sanctuaries to be 'pro

tected' from the exploitive forces of economics. Both the Market and Nature have become 

quasi-divinities that work in similar ways. Each is sef-regulating, 'guided by an invisible hand"-

and each krows best for the place it governs (Pobn: 1991). Society accepts this out of a 

distrust in it's own capacities, leaving the course of events to the systems themselves. The 

combination of our insecurity in facing nature and our reiance on the market ethic ensures that 

the romantic notions of wilderness wil never be obtained by society. The market ethic encour

ages society's bnging for a meaningful connection with nature, while truly it perpetuates our 

aienation from nature maintaining a human apart from nature paradigm. According to Polan 

this hardly matters, neither wilderness nor economics has what is needed to mediate between 

nature and humanity. When ambiguous situations arise the ethic of wikterness has iftte to say. 

For example, if devebpment of a wikterness area is unavoidable, the ethic of wilderness tels 

us simply not to devebp and let nature run it's course , since "nature knows best" (Pobn: 

1991). Information ike this is hardly useful in working towards environ mentally responsible 

development Usually, the market ethic preservers and devebpment continues regardbss of 

the consequences, feaving the naturaist to throw his/her hands in the air in futiity declaring the 

death of nature. This is indicative of the either/or mentaity that North American society main

tains. It means that our dedicated wikterness remains relatively intact and preserved, while 

gross mismanagement of the rest of our lands is afowed by a market dnven society. To engage 

in responsible devebpment a common ground is required between these two conficting ethics. 

A century and a haf ago the ikes of Thoreau went to the wilderness to discover America's 

environmental ethic. Presently this ethic is aive, although in somewhat of a degraieo stete. In 

Second Nature. Polan suggests that,"... perhaps it is time to introduce a new environmental 



ethic - a garden ethic.* The expbration of Pobn's garden ethic is the underlying focus of this 

Master's Design Project. A garden ethic would not replace the wilderness ethic but supplement 

it, increasing it's effectiveness when ambiguous environmental situations arise and necessitate 

responsible development on humanities part, i.e. urban design and architecture. The garden 

has historically played a role in relating the human to the natural world, and could now provide 

us with the materials needed to construct a new ethic. It is a place where new metaphors about 

nature may be establshed, taking us cbser to a respectable relationship between the human 

being and nature (Pollan: 1991). 
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Suburbia 

An explanation of the garden ethic begins in the human buil environment where it is most 

needed - suburbia Many attempts at defining suburbia have been made, but few put 

forth a truV convincing definition. There are a pethora ol places that we abel 'subur

ban' - Bevert/ Hits in Los Angeles, Missisauga near Toronto and Okotoks just south of 

Calgary are al examples. Each is an independent entity surrounded by or bcated just 

outside it's respective city, similar in a general sense but much different on other lev

els. This seeming similarity creates ambiguity and confusion about suburbia, making 

it difficult to discuss. The nomenclature that has been appied is proof enough about the confu

sion surrounding what constitutes suburbia. A whole vanety of phrases have been used to 

describe today's non-urban non-rural residential communities: Urban villages (Christopher 

Leinberger and Charles Lockwood), technoburbs (Robert Fishman), exurbia, exopois, siicon 

city, edge city, postsuburb, metroplex, satellite community and many others. Instead of an 

appellation, a working definition of suburbia is put forth by Kenneth Jackson in his book Crabqrass 

Frontier, which states that suburbia is a place of: 

1. Function (non-farm residential) 

2. Class (upper to middle) 

3. Separation (a daily journey to work) 

4. Density (bw relative to older sections of the city) 

At some bvel Jackson's definition is more hebful, as it attempts to provide something tangibb 

in it's description of suburbia. However, it still contributes to a lack of consensus on what 

suburbia is, confirming the inadequacy of image or identity due to a disregard tor bcaity in 

suburban devebpment (Holz Kay: 1997). James Kunstler refers to this phenomenon as the 

•geography of nowhere'- the result of devebpment that is placeless, uncentred, formless and 

multinucleated - suburbia. 



The Car in Suburbia 

The automobib had, and continues to play a major role in the structure of suburbia Jane Hottz 

Kay charges that, 'North American society is car-centred, car-dominated...a car-cul

ture."' The automobile provides the mobilty needed for residents to move from the city 

towards the 'greener pastures' of the suburbs, but not without a cost. 

The cost of a thing is the amount of what I cal He which is required to be exchanged 
for it, immediately or in the bng run.' 

Henry David Thoreau 

Le Corbusier once said that, "a house is a mxhine for iving in'. He gbrified the steamship, the 

airplane, the gran ebvator and the automobile - the mechanized age in general. If a house is 

a machine for iving in, then an office is a machine for working in and a church is a machine for 

praying in. This became a horrific prospect as designers began designing for the machine and 

not for people. As biobgist John Todd remarked, "We need to work with iving machines, not 

machines for iving in." 

At the turn of the century the excitement created by the automobib and society's infatuation 

with mechanization made it difficult for peopb to envision the impact that the car would have on 

society. Some did however, ike the unban visionary Lewis Mumford who said, "The right to 

have access to every building in the city by private motorcar in an age when everyone pos

sesses such a vehicb is actually the right to destroy the city.'1 Due to the iHs of their time, 

progressives sought to improve mean streets and reieve crowded tenements, to purge disease 

and poor sanitation (Holtz Kay: 1997). It was beieved that the automobib could he£ with this, 

abwing peopb to rebcate to the fresh air of the wide open countryside. This was especially 

true, since at the time of the car's inception society was committed to beautifying its surround

ings through movements such as Qty Beautiful. Spurred by the "White City', built for the 



World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, the City Beautiful movement was focused on 

increasing parks and civic spaces, slum reform, and city building The introduction of Henry 

Ford's Model T was to play a large part in this vision. The car offered new hope as an agent of 

renewal; a means to connect the countryside to the city and essentially albw the city to breathe. 

Within the first decade of the century the number of registered automobiles had jumped from 8 

000 to 469 000, coming off of Ford's assembly ine at a rate of one every three minutes. 

With increased •auto-mobiity' the suburbanscape evolved, bringing to Ife highways, freeways, 

fast food restaurants, strip development and tract housing, each an environment as beak and 

antihuman as the next. Air pollution increased, accenting the apocalyptic essence of the auto-

mobife, to the point that science is not needed to measure the pollution in the air today, it can 

be done with the naked eye The Big box devebpment and superstore retail warehouses are 

the most recent addition to the suburbanscape. The Wal-Marts, Rev/s and Office Depots that 

can not survive without the roads that wind through the countryside and the asphalt encase

ment used to hod the customers' cars (HoKz Kay: 1997). 

White it may seem desirabb to ive in a society where the perception of autonomy provided by 

the automobile is commonplace, where America's creed of self-reliance and sef-reaization 

holds true and is ensured by the automobife, this is not really the case! Socially, tne car has a 

detrimental affect by ampifying our autonomy to the point of alenation. It he^s divide our 

society into the "haves and the have riots' as we measure social success by the make, model, 

type and cost of automobife a person drives. Those not fortunate enough to own a car are 

relegated to what are social/ perceived as inferior forms of pubic transportation. This in turn 

effects where we Ive. Car-cuKure dictates that to ive in suburbia one needs an autorrobite, 

perpetuating a suburbanscape of car induced separation and segregation. White the car-own

ing middle class of North America drive to the comfort of their suburban homes, the carbss are 

left standing at the bus stop The working poor become forced to the margins of society. We 



recognize them as those fit for pubic transit, those people who exist at the margins of motor

ized America, minorities, the elderly, the disabled, the poor. Pubic transit becomes something 

for the have nots in society (Holtz Kay: 1997). The irony of this is that the socialy marginal are 

actually central and it is suburbia that exists at the margins of the city 

Democracy in Suburbia 

3. The Nuclear Family 

Suburban communities are sterile, full of repetitive designs inconsistent with today's varied 

housing needs. The typical suburban home is stil based on the 1950"s model of the nuclear 

family, excluding contemporary family typobgies such as single parents, same sex 

couples, blended famiies, single adults, bw income famiies, extended famiies iving 

under one roof, the eUerly, disabled, mentally handicapped etc.... These people are 

rarely part of a suburban community, primarily due to the necessity of the automobile 

and lack of adequate pubic transit connectwts. They are left to be dealt with in brger 

urban centres or forced to ive in communities/institutions designed for their "own kind", 

i.e. elder^ communities, bw income housing and a variety of other "institution-esque" devebp-

ments. The city that peopte have been escaping for decades has not devebped into a more 

hospitable place in their absence, and the suburbs that once offered hope of a connection with 

nature, security and a romantic sense of home have not fulfilled their promises. The fallacy of 

the American suburban dream is being realzed as our sprawlng communities, aided by the 

automobie, continue to grow uncontrollably while our cities are left to the 'grow or die' mental

ity of a capitalistic society. A rise in hometessness, the devebpment of a large underclass, an 

increase in crime, a decine in standard of iving, and the poisoning of the environment are all 

symptoms of the state of our built environment (Gerecke: 1991). A modest dweling all our own, 

connected to nature and isolated from the problems of others has been the reigning metaphor 

of the 'good ife" in North America for a bng time - the ideal of the cabin in the clearing. How

ever, attempting to reaize this dream has only brought about the degradation of the natural 

environment and our aienation from nature. This ideal is changing, becoming increasingly 



representational of an antisocial view of human existence (Kunstbr: 1996). 

Suburbia and Who We Are 

The suburban home is the home of choice in North America. U.S. census reports state that 

40% of America resided in something not quite urban and not quite rural during the 1980's - the 

suburb. A significant part of our built environment, suburbia, is an outward expression of North 

American society's inner self As Kenneth Jackson puts it, "no society can be fully underetood 

apart from the residences of its members.' The suburbs represent a complex network of neigh

bourhoods, roads, yards, houses and apartments that manifest and mediate an equally com

plex network of relationships and experiences. This network conditions our behaviour, hewing 

to determine who we are. The suburbs are where our society chooses to ive; a choice that 

North Americans have made and continue to make, based within a system that prides itself in 

accommodating and respecting individual choices. Therefore, the future pattern ol ife that the 

suburb takes must be one of choice as wel Whether that choice invokes maintaining a partem 

of separation and segregate or by inventing a new one of togetherness remains to be seen. 

Presently, suburbia represents a society that chooses to ive alenated from nature; a market 

driven, car oriented society that wants to escape the city, but not entirely; a society that sub

scribes to the cabin in the clearing ideal, but not completely; we are a society that thrives on 

affluence registered through segregation; we are a society that chooses alenation due to some 

misconstrued want for separation. 



The Lawn 

The lawn is the ground upon which the suburban dream unfolds. Hand in hand with the auto-

mobife, suburbia's lawns have evok/ed a great deal since being brought to North 

America nearly a century and a half ago. North Americans love the lawn, it 

provides a gathering place for (array, friends, and neighbours. It is a place to 

engage in our favourite activities. On a summer's day the lawn feels bxurious 

under ones feet, the scent of cut grass freshens the smell of the air. Lawn 

provides the backdrop for the home where people feel in harmony with their well-

tended pbts of land. The front yard contributes to the overal sense: of commu

nity, white the backyard remains a more private realm, home to children's; play 

4. Laming North America equipment, patios, picnic tabtes, barbecue grills and gardens of different sorts. Trie awn can 

9 
serve as a firebreak, bebing to keep wildfires at bay and has been proven to reduce allergens 

in the air. It acts as the surface for many sports, soccer, basebal and football to name a few, 

wearing well and providing essential cushioning for heavy impacts Society's bve for the lawn 

is complex and can be considered from many different levels; historical, aesthetic, psychobgi-

cal, poitical, economical and environmental (Bormann et at: 1993). 

History of the Lawn 

Historically, the lawn has been used as a means of controling and mastering nature. The upper 

classes in 18* century Europe saw their formal gardens and expanses of lawn as human buffers 

against the wild of nature (Bormann et at: 1993). This soon ted to the use of the lawn as a 

means of converting the European wilderness into a human-controlled landscape. By the 17* 

century in most of Europe, true wiUemess was a thing of the past. Juxtaposed with the 

industrial city of 18*-century Europe, the rural landscape was seen as "naturar, although it had 



ateady become a product of human manipulate. The North American approach to nature was 

not much different. 

The lawn was imported from England to the colonies of North America in the IT" and 18'" 

centuries. With them, colonists brought many things reflective of their homeland: their tradi

tions, their sense of aesthetes and their need to exert control over nature. They saw the North 

American landscape in al her wildness as a formidable opponent and took up arms against her. 

The lawn became the weapon of choice and was employed to keep the uncivil wilderness at 

bay, abwing the colonists to work and expbit the new land 

It was not until the mid-191* century that the lawn took on it's rob in the conception of suburbia. 

At this time a feeing of discontent was brewing within the crowded, disease ridden, fire 

prone tenement housing of the newly industrialzed American city. The clean, efficient, 

unitarian grid of the city was driven by the market, as the developers found such a 

landscape easier to subdivide and specubte. The grid Imited the utilty and beauty of 

the city and personified the anti-naturaism that inftienced nineteenth-ceitury urban 

form. Rectangular streets were the epitome of the human's capacity to overcome the 

hostiity of the wilderness and to civilze a continent. Daniel Drake observed,'..curved 

ines, you know symboize the country, straight Ines the city."5 Lewis Mumford added, 

"...the rectangular parcelng of ground promoted speculation in land-units and the ready ex

change of real property, it had no relation whatever to the essential purposes for which a city 

exists V6 

There was itte to no opportunity for escape from city Ife for the masses. The suburban cottage 

had appeared but was only popular and attainable in the circles of the nch. People such as 

Andrew Jxkson Downing, Alexander Jackson Davis, Frederick Law Olmsted, Calvert Vaux 

and Frank J. Scott, the forefathers of suburbia, recognized and sympathized with this growing 



discontent and sought to provide a solution. With society's bessing they viified city ffe and 

began the groundwork necessary to reaize the first suburbs of America. They would break 

from the principles of gridiron planning and attempt to reaize the economic feasibiity of a 

connection with the nature they romanticized about. 

In 1837 Davis pubished a highly successful book entiled Rural Residence's, containing numer

ous illustrations of bungabws surrounded by lawns and gardens. The wide acceptance of this 

book led to others that prompted people to upgrade and beautify their surroundings. Downing's 

Treatise, pubished in 1841, remained the average homeowner's standard reference. In it, the 

lawn was the unifying theme (Bormannet al.: 1993). Kenneth Jackson put forth that,'...al

though visual^ open to the street, the lawn is a barrier, a kind of verdant moat separating the 

househoki from the threats and temptations of the city. It served as a means of transition from 

the pubic street to the very private house...The sweeping lawn hefcied civiize the wild vista 

beyond and provided a carpet for new outdoor activifes.-7 The lawn quickly became integral to 

the character of the suburb and the tool that maintained its predominant theme of separate-

ness. 

Next came communities such as Llewellyn Park (Alexander Jackson Davis and Llewellyn S. 

Haskel) in New York City and Riverside (Frederick Law Olmsted) in Chicago. These suburban 

devebpments consisted of homes pointedly simulating the cabin in the clearing ideal. Both 

communities strayed from the traditional gridiron used in conventional planning, adopting in

stead curviinear roads for a more organic and ess structured feeing that was based upon the 

expenence of a winding country ene. The houses were set back from the road behind front 

lawns with informal plantings of trees and shrubs. For Olmsted the front lawn of a house in a 

suburb unified the whole residential composition into one neighbourhood, giving a sense of 

ampleness, greenness, and community (Bormann et al.: 1993). Another innovative element 

used was 'the Ramble" (Llewellyn Park), a completely natural open area that wandered through-



out the community without any formal layout except pedestnan wakways. The ideobgy ot 

these communities was rooted in a perceived relationship with nature that superficially sug

gested the presence of the wilderness ethic. Each home stood in proud isolation, not only from 

the surrounding homes but from society itself. The amenities and workings of the city remaned 

at a safe distance, yet attanabb by transit and what woud eventually become the freeway. 

Nature was at hand, the groves of trees and lawns surrounding each house kept the view of 

ones neighbors as well as the neighbours themselves at bay (Jackson: 1985). 

Influenced by English landscape theorists such as Horace Walpob and Engish landscape 

designers such as Wiliam Kent, the new American landscape became a hybnd of the nine

teenth century 'aristocratic' garden of England, meshed with the colonial 'vernacular' garden 

tradition akeady present in North America (CCA: 1998) This brought into being,'...a land

scape that is neither city nor country, neither pubic nor private; it is both the pastoral dream of 

the cabin in the ctearing' anc a technobgical surface carved out of the wilderness."* The lawn 

was the key player in both landscape geneabgies and therefore took on a formidable role in an 

environment that would play host to the miieu of ideas and relationships purported by the ideal 

suburban ifestyb; a ifestyfe of escape, a place where residents could get away from the ugl-

ness of the industnaization and mechanization of the city from which they profited 

In 1869 a new planning scheme for suburban devebpment came into being, the Garden City 

This was perhaps the most ambitiously panned suburb of the nineteenth century, as well as its 

most 'conspicuous failure" (Jackson: 1985). Designed by wealthy businessman Abxander 

Tunney Stewart, a Scottish immigrant, the Garden City was nothing more than a devebper 

trying to make a good investment; to devebp and sell property just as any other devebper, but 

under the guise of an urban visionary. The physical plan of the Garden City was large!/ the 

work of architect empbyed by Stewart, John Kellim. Located outside of New York City in the 

township of Hempstead, the Garden City plan differed from Llewellyn Park and Riverside in that 



it incorporated the familar gndiron street system. However, the potential monotony of the: grid 

was deal with by inserting diagonal avenues which conformed to the natural drainage of the 

tend. The second difference: was that Kellum albwed the measurements of the individual bbcks 

to vary with the topography. Finally, he planned several parks of 50 to 150 acres ea;h to 

interrupt the regularity of the streets (Jackson: 1985). The most important feature of the 

Garden City was the unusual size of the streets and the individual bts. On average, the blocks 

were from 1000 to 1500 feet Dng, and were separated from each other by an average residen

tial width of 503 feet, simultaneously connected and separated by a deceiving democratic man

tis of green ...the lawn. These dimensions were large at that time, resultant in the need to 

accommodate very prosperous famiies. The land was based to individuals, not sold, indicative 

of Stewart's shrewd business sense. Tenants were screened by an estate manager, who would 

check their financial, family, reigious, and social status (Jackson: 1985). This system of seg

regation was reminiscent of European systems of social control which had not yet been seen in 

North American devebpments. The suburbs were not only becoming about controllng bnd-

scape, now they were attempting to control who ived there as well. The concepi was highly 

unsuccessful and only a smal percentage of the community was rented. It wasn't until full 

ownership of the residences was offered that the Garden City began to attract more residents. 

Stewart's experiment, by determining that the affluent would not be subjected to rental proper

ties, proved one thing on^, self-reiance and sel-realzation were alve and wel in North Ameri

ca's eite. 

Riverside, Lfewellyn Park and the Garden Gty were all eitist communities. The romantic wil

derness ethic popubnzed by the ikes of Thoreau was present in al, but only superficially. The 

forefathers of suburbia created a deceivingly compfete environment that fulfilled expectations 

of a tranquil Ife, cbse to nature and with unban comforts, .for the rich Riverside, Lbwellyn 

Park and the Garden City strived and created the suburban ideal, but they were missing one 

important component - America's peopb. It seems the motive behind these devebpments and 



their devebpers was not soby about the wel being of society as much as it was about an effort 

to determine the feasibiity of commercial land devebpment for wealhy famiies away from the 

city. 

At the end of the 19th -century in a newly industnaized North America, a more modern world 

was taking shape. Art, architecture, painting and scubture were all wresting with the machines 

of a newly industnaized world, landscape becoming one of the last areas that the modem era 

affected. The major effects of industriaization and mechanization on the landxape came in the 

form of speciaized seed varieties, fertiizers and machines that made the installation of the 

lawn easy and convenient. Seed companies reduced the number of species of lawn to only the 

few that were well suited to most cimactic regions and soil types of Morth America. Early in the 

19* century the invention of the lawnmower by Engishman Edwin Budding (1830) r-ebed make 

the tidy lawn available to the common person. Sod farms eventuafly made lawn into a com

modity; it became shippabb and immediate. The lawn was at the centre of it all and in effect 

became the modem landscape. It was attached to most residential sites and became the 

favoured landxape device for all modem buildings, from corporate headquarters to museums. 

In essence the lawn became a visual symbol of the control mankind had over other iving things. 

It is a perfect, compbtety malteable piece of nature (Bormann et al.: 1993)... "nature under 

cu lure's boot-* 

Post Wore War II devebpments such as the famous Levittowns, the first constructed in 1947, 

consisted of tracts of small houses, possessing a numbing similarity. The concept of the as

sembly ine house was to minimize costs for the middfe-income Amencan family and the post 

war housing shortage. This was accomplshed by placing "the machine in the service of the 

hearth'. Virtually every component of the Cape Cod style Levittown house, from the lumber to 

the nails, was standardized and manufactured in large quantities to the devebper's exact speci-

fcafons. The sites were stripped of their topsoil, the circulation laid in, the buildings erected 



systematical^ one after another and the lawn brought in on trucks and installed; he finishing 

touch to a bbak composition The communities were blatantly homogeneous. Not only with 

regard to bndxape and building typobgy but the residents themseh/es. AI earned more or 

less the same income, shared simibr values and until the enactment of civil rights laws of the 

1960"s came into effect, were primarily white and in some instances of the same ethnic back

ground (MacDonald: 1996). Alhough the monotony of Levittown was not favourable to most, 

the devebpment did have some redeeming quaities. Unike other standard subdivisions of the 

time Levitt fifed his devebprnents with schools, community halls and churches in an attempt to 

create a sense of community. Regardbss, the thousands of nearly identical Levittown homes 

sitting within a continuous swath of green lawn suggested that residents, ike those in many 

pubic housing projects, had bst their American right to choose. The robot-ike conformity of the 

dwellings and the landscape was the epitome of suburban debility, both culturally and 

architecturally (Whitaker: 1997). 

Psychology of the Lawn 

The aesthetic appeal of the lawn is strong, it exists to unite us and the landscape It's green 

expanse provides the framework for fbwer beds and shrubs, majestic trees, and our homes 

(Bormann et A: 1993). The abiity of this verdant pife to bring continuity and tegibiity to a 

bndscape is formidabb. It directs the eye horizontally (not unike an orchestral conductor) 

towards a potentially breathtaking visual experience. It was used by Engish garden designers 

as a means to extend the horizon and give the perception of a continuous landscape. French 

formaist landscape designers empbyed it to heb create the rigid geometrical designs reactive 

of power and total control over nature. Similarly, the lawn has been superimposed upon the 

North American landscape not as a characteristic of the garden ike it was used in E ngland and 

France, but as an end unto itself - the bwn became the landscape It is the dominant ebment 

in creating a visual illusion of togetherness, a landscape of "democracy", repeated over and 



over again, mi lions of times; and despite its repetitiveness continues to fill society with delght 

and appreciation (Bormann et at: 1993). 

The famiiar nature of lawn nay come from our innermost being. Researchers such as John 

Fak, who has studied human preference for grassed landscapes for the past twenty years, 

suggest it is not unreasonabte that our evoWion as a species upon the grassy, tree-sprinkled 

Savannah of Africa is cause enough for an inherent iking for lawns (Bormann et at: 1993). 

Further, Fak theorizes, "If we buy the notion of genetic vestige, then humans will find lawns a 

habitable, safe, and potentially supporting environment."10 Is it this innate connection with the 

lawn that drives our bve for i t ' Perhaps it is something less inherent, fess innate, Ike condition

ing by our omnipresent social institutions 

The Economy and Politics of the Lawn 

According to statistics from the American bwn care industry, North America is host to more than 

32 mitfon acres of lawn. This far surpasses crops of a more unitarian nature such as corn, 

wheat and tobacco (CCA) It is estimated that North Amencans spend upwards of 26 billon 

dollars per annum on fewn and garden care, making the lawn a truly significant part of the North 

American economy. However, society's economic bve for the lawn does not stop here Subur

banites have continually used the lawn as a measure of one's status, and it is regarded by many 

as their most significant asset, the cornerstone of their net worth (Bormann et al.: 1993). An 

excessive amount of money, time and energy is put into peoples lawns for many reasons, 

however, none is quite so potent in today's market driven society as the potential resale value 

of one's home. 

As discussed, the lawn was initially seen as a means of unifying the suburban landscape It 

was used to exude an air of democracy, professing commonalty and equaity amongst resi-



dents. Peopte were and stil are branded sefish, unneighbourly, unchristian, undemocratic and 

even un-American if they stray from the conventions of requisite lawns and/or lawn care. The 

park-ike front yards created by mandatory setbacks from the road united the landscape into a 

continuous mantle of green that has stretched from coast to coast. Immediately, the individual 

homes of suburbia were reduced to the same common denominator, spaced uniformly and 

seemingly ready to do batte. In fact, a battte is taking place in the suburban landscape. A 

battb between the privacy required by the individual homeowner and the ever-present "pubfcness" 

of community demanded by society. 

From it's birth, suburbia was at once a place for comparing oneself to one's neighbours, indica

tive of the continuous struggle "to keep up with the Jones' The lawn, such an aesthetically 

powerful landscaping element, was immediately reduced to an economically sign ficant visual 

representation of what society professes to be. It became the main component of a landscape 

that represented democracy, but remained the arena for society to play out some of it's most 

undemocratic practices (Jackson: 1985). The fewn is really about conformity. The front yard 

is especially victim to the scrutinizing eye of community where individualstic approaches to the 

landscape are reproached. Similarly, the lawn is representational of a supposed connection 

between human beings and nature, when it really exists as a barrier between humanity and 

nature, upholding the human apart from nature paradigm Michael Pollan summarizes this 

point, The lawn had come to express our attitudes toward land as ebquently as Le Notre's 

confident geometry expressed the humanism of the Renaissance. France, or Capabiity Brown's 

picturesque parks expressed the stirrings of romanticism in England.'" 

The Lawn and the Greater Environment 

Reinforcing the human apart from nature paradigm is only part of how the lawn affects the 

environment. It has other rrore tangible effects as wel. Approximately 20 milion acres of the 



United States is lawn, making it a very significant part of the American landscape (Bormsfin et 

al: 1993). Peopfe forget that as lawn owners they are part of a greater system. Just because 

it is a human-modified environment does not exclude the lawn from the label of ecosystem. 

However, it is unlke natural ecosystems which do not require external management and in

stead rely upon the physical and chemical conditions of the site, coupfed with the circulation of 

nutrients between iving and non-iving things. Natural ecosystems are solar powered, self-

regulating and sel-fertiizing (Bormann et al.: 1993). The lawn on the other hand is sokr pow

ered but is regulated and fertiized by humans, impfemented and maintained based on a human 

centred set of values that contradbt the connection with nature that the lawn is intended to 

signify. 

We maintain the lawn in a variety of environmentally questionable ways. Gasolne powered 

lawn mowers expel carbon monoxide into the air, contributing to gbbal warming. Electric lawn 

mowers are not much better, as they simpy produce environmentally degrading effects at the 

power stations down the road The use of pesticides, fertiizers and excessive watering contrib

utes to ground water contamination that is introduced to the food chain, affecting organisms 

through to the top consumer — humans. The effects of chemicab on the environment has been 

the focus of such important works as Rachel Carson's book, 3lent Spring (1962) which telfci the 

story of DDT and it's devastating effects on the successful reproduction of specific bird populates 

in North America. Lawn owners must realze that their smal piece of property is indeed signifi

cant. Individually and coteclively, pesticide and fertiizer usage, lawn mower usage and water

ing all contribute to the degradation of the natural environment upon which we are dependent. 

The Future of the Lawn 

Questioning the lawn and how it has devebped histoncaly, aestheticaly, economically, poiti-

calty and environmentally hebs bring to ight society's true relationship with nature. In a purely 
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abstract and superficial way, the lawn is a visual representation of what our society wants in the 

suburbanscape - democracy and a connection with nature. If we bok deeper, the lawn tells a 

different story of what realy exists; a hierarchical system that exudes affluence, segregation, 

separation and alenation. The lawn is an entity that perpetuates our estrangement 

from nature, reinforcing the human apart from nature paradigm. If the ground upon 

which our residential communities of chok* are built redacts the nature of the people 

who ive in those communities, are we not in a sad state? The lawn is exemplary of 

society's central contradiction, the subscription to a market ethic versus our romantic 

notions of a Ife alongside nature that leaves us bnging for the wilderness. Le Corbusier 

made comment upon this point. In one of his sketch's from 1935 (fig. 6) he pictured the Amen-

can peopte in this contradictory state The sketch tells the story of a culture that wants their own 

individual "cabin in the clearing', thought to be the quintessential relationship of the human in 

nature; private but connected to the rest of the world by the road In blatant contrast, North 

American's received houses Sned up row upon row, with an abstracted rebtionship to the "cabin 

in the cteanng' but none of any true meaning or depth. Unfortunately, the bwn as landscape is 

not wilderness and it is far from the romantic ideal the wiberness ethic puts forth. Lawn is a 

entity of ubiquity and convenience. It is purely representational and as such it provides littfe or 

no sense of place. As the automobile is about mobiity which bnngs about acertain pbcefessness. 

similar^, the lawn brings about the same placefessness by overcoming the local condition 

Lawns are appied to the North American landscape and superimposed upon it ^egardfess of 

cimate or topography. Seen in this ight, the true nature of the fewn begins to shine through. In 

order to survive in a desirable state dictated by society, the fewn must rey upon industrial civili

zation ; its chemical fertiizers, pesticides, herbicides, machinery, and often computerized irriga

tion systems. The lawn of nowhere is what society has bought into but is not what is needed to 

create a truly democratic suburban environment within nature. What is required is a bndscape 

of here, that respects bcaity and promotes togetherness; a bndscape derived from a new ethic 

- the garden ethic. An ethic that would repfece the landspcae of the lawn and suggest a new 

common ground between the wilderness eithic and the market ethic, where North Amencans 

can ive as part of nature arid not separate from it. 
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The Garden 

The garden is a part of the suburban landxape that has thwarted domination by mechanization 

and commodification. This is partly due to the fact it has retained some sembtence of 

craft. While the lawn was busy being molded and coifed into the omnipresent land

scape efement ot communal choice, the homeowner's individualty was being culti

vated in the isolcition of his/her own backyard. Generally, this is the pight of the 

suburbanite; an individual fighting to remain distinct from the masses, cultivating his/ 

her identity through practices such as gardening in the privacy of their backyard. Activi-

7. Against the Norm. Murry ties ike these imbue a semblance of meaning into the monotony and homogeneity of suburban 
Bum in his suburban front 

yard Athens, Georgia. existence. Essentially they become a form of self expression; standing out against the con

formist landscape society demands in the front yard. The garden is reffective of region, not 

ritualized but changing, not plain but interestingly diverse and stimulating...not nowhere but 

tee. 

Place 

The garden differs from tne bwn due to the relationships and expenences it manifests ana 

mediates between itself and the human being. Our engagement with the lawn can be »3en as 

similar to the quick fix one gets from eating at McDonald's. It is convenient, immediate and 

economically attainabe by the masses, yet somehow of ittfe substance and therefore shallow. 

According to Abert Borgmann events such as gardening quaify as focal practices, everts that 

require direct engagement of the human being with his/her environment, activities '...that gather 

the relations of it's context and radiates into it its surroundings and informs them"° Gardening 

as a focal practice draws in with it technology but is not solely technological. It he^s to reveal 

one's place with nature, not a position separate from it. Gardening requires exploration of 



place through an awareness of the ife-cycb of plants and animals that happen within it. Gar

dens have their own microcimate, geobgy and generally a unique ecobgy due to location, 

species diversity, the seasonal differences and the humans that work with them. "Gardens 

instruct us in the particularities of place."13 They lessen our dependence on distant sources of 

energy, technology and food. Gardening fosters an ethic of give and take witn respect to 

nature and provides us with a middle ground between wikJerness ethic and the market ethic. 

The path towards an architecture of depth in the suburban environment is sbwly being re

vealed. If the surface upon which suburbia resides at present is questionable, even pbcebss, 

perhaps the garden could tie the tool to bring about a more meaningful relationsnip between 

North American culture and a new suburban environment. The garden ethic suggests ways to 

reaize a truly democratic landscape for suburbia, to engage the world in ways that are not 

simply about how we relate to our natural environments, but their formal and spatial equivabnts 

in our built environment as well. 

If we bok to the garden to inform the devebpment of a new landscape for suburbia it tells us to 

bok locally. It suggests that there are different solutions to environmental probbms for different 

places and times. Recognition of regional differences increases the health of a place due to 

the reduction of exotics in the environment and an acceptance of indigenous species that are 

more sef reiant. Furthenng this point, the gardener boks to the here for ideas and solutions in 

creating a garden. The placebssness that the lawn subscribes to is about overtaking the 

landscape as a whob rather than expressing the uniqueness of region or bcaity The gardener 

accepts contingency, his own and nature's (Pollan: 1991). There is no time to worry about 

whether he/she possess the right to change nature It is enough to know that for some reason, 

humankind finds itself iving in places where the alteration of the environment for survival is 

necessary. 



Diversity 

Generally, a gardener sets out to create and indefinitely maintain a garden of associated diver

sity. It is as though the identity of the garden is inked to that of the gardener, each reveaing 

something of the other. For the most part, gardeners respect and encourage the c evebpment 

of their gardens as well as other smaller systems essential for the garden's longevity, such as 

soil. Compost is indicative of this relationship by providing the necessary nutrients to the soil 

for the garden's growth. Soil enriched by organic waste products of both the garden and the 

gardener symboically binds them together in a mutually beneficial relationship. Although most 

gardeners are not aware of the fact, they strive to maintain both evolutionary and ecological 

processes. Further, over bng periods of time a gardener may even succeed in preserving the 

evolutionary potential of a species. The garden may become an ecosystem in itself, preseiving 

the interrelated and subservient systems necessary for it's stabiity. Lasty, the garden provides 

human enjoyment within its parameters. Whether through aesthetic appreciation, a unitarian 

benefit or by generally providing a meaningful way to engage our environment, the garden can 

heb us to devebp both physically and mentally, as individuals or en masse. The garden para

digm is truly indicative of the diverse democratic landscape suburbia bngs to be a part of. 

While it seems to be well within the reach of the average suburban dweller and community, why 

is not it more widely implemented? 

Anthropocentrism and the Garden 

This bads to a possibb new rote for the human in nature A garden ethic would maintain 

society's current anthropocentric worbview but with a new found respect for mother nature. As 

a human modified system, the garden, whatever type of garden it may be, is dependent on the 

human being, and the human being is dependent on the garden, whether for sustenance or 

beauty. 



Pofen states that: 

"...we know nature only through the screen of our metaphors; to see her plain is prob
ably impossible. Even wilderness, in both its satanic and benevolent incarnations, is a 
historical, man-made idea. Every one of our vanous metaphors of nature—wilderness, 
ecosystem, Gaia, resource, wasteland is ateady a kind of garden.an indissoluble 
mixture of our culture and whatever it is that's really out there. A garden ethic may 
sound ike a hopetessly anthropocentnc concept, but it's probably one we can't get 
past."" 

Anthropocentrism in the garden does not assume the gardener works in opposition to nature. 

For the most part, the garden is a place where the human being's concept of self is broadened. 

It is a place where one recognizes that he/she is dependent on nature for health and survival as 

are al the other forms of ife that share this planet. Out of mutual respect and understanding, 

the well being of others must be a predominant theme in the gardener's Ife. The gardener is in 

fact a wiktemess advocate but of a different kind than the naturaist (Pollan: 1991). A certain 

respect for nature is required to ensure that the garden itself fbunshes Wilderness is not a 

concept that solely ies outside the garden ethic, it is in the here as well Wilderness resides in 2 3 

the soil, in the plants, in ourselves. According to Pollan, •Wiktemess is more a quaity than a 

place, and though humans can't manufacture it, they can nourish and husband it. That is 

precisely what people do wnen they make compost and return it to the soil. The gardener 

cultivates wilderness, but he/she does so carefully and respectfully, in full recognition of mys

tery.-,s 

The Love of Nature 

The romanticism of the wilderness ethic is not found in the garden ethic. Nature's aggressive 

side is absolitey natural and can be devastating to the gardener. Whether there is too much 

sun, water is in short supply or the frosts come early: These factors are reason enough to cause 

tension between the gardener and nature. Nature is not the place we will find a suitable value 

system since it was as indifferent to our beginning, as it is to our presence and ultimately will be 

to our end. Unike the naturaist, the gardener has never been in bve with nature. The emer-



gence of the industrial age led to society's aienation from nature as wel as our romantic no

tions of returning to nature (Pollan: 1991). With few peopfe actually working with or in nature 

anymore, the romantic ideal offered by wilderness becomes increasingly more seductive, hence 

the continuation of Thoreau's wilderness ethic and the existence of our National Park system. 

However, in the face of Nature's wrath, our lechnobgicalry" advanced society seems to suffer 

miserably, and quickly the romance is forgotten, replaced by people stopping to pick up their 

broken ives and contemplale their meager existence in the world (Pollan: 1991). Present day 

exampfes of this are cbse at hand, the foods that devastated Winnipeg in 1997, the hurricanes 

in the Caribbean 1998 and the earthquakes in South America within the last few months. 

The garden ethic suggests that humanity 'has a legitimate quarrel with nature."" Unike the 

worshipper of the market ethic or those who subscribe to the wiklerness ethic, the gardener 

does not sit by idly awaiting nature to control and determine what is right or wrong. Suburbs are 

the resul of that mentaity, the product of an unchecked market system running amuck. The 

tension between humanity and nature is healthy It is indicative of an active approach on 

humanities side toward reaizing 3nd working out an ethic of some worth and meaning Civilzaion 

itself is the resul of tension Between the human and nature. The seasoned garoener knows 

how far to actively engage nature, recognizing that there is onry good in maintaining this tension 

and that there is no point in domination History has shown that humanity's perceived con

quests of nature are usually misinformed, ie. DDT's victory over insects and medicine's con

quest over infectious disease. It is only a matter of time before nature rewrites the rules, 

humbing humanities attempted domination (Pollan: 1991). 

A garden ethic would encourage the human being to impact upon nature responsibly. There is 

no reason why a person's private pbt of land coukf not be made a better, more bejutilul ptace, 

even from nature's point of view. Gardening greatly increases diversity and abundance of ife. 

Human modified ecosystems have at times even nvafed natures own creations. For example, 



the tall-grass prairies of the North American Midwest, England's hedgerow landscape and the 

countryside of the lb de France (Pollan: 1991), Such places are common^ referred to as 

natural although all are a result of human intervention. Landscape shoub be designed with this 

in mind; that human intervention can bring about a positive ecobgical change, what Michael 

Pollan calls, 'a second nature'. Further he states, 'Our environment is not, and has never been 

a natural, fixed backdrop: it is in fact aive, changing all the time in response to innumerable 

contingencies, one of these being the presence within it of the gardener. And that presence is 

neither inherently good nor bad.'" 

The garden is a place where the human makes a conscious effort to distinguish between kinds 

and degrees of human intervention in nature. This is a faculty that needs to be developed within 

designers. The "al or nothing' mentalty mentioned in the introduction of this project is not the 

only choice our society has. People can make decisions and earn to decide which ones are 

the best for both nature and the human being. As Pollan puts it, "...this is precisely where the 

gardener's skill and interest iie: in determining what does and does not go in a particubr place. 

How much is too much? What suits this land? How can we get what we want here while nature 

goes about getting what she wants? What is apt to work? What avails here? The gardener has 

no doubt that good answers to these questions can be found.'" 

The good gardener can devebp his/her mehodobgy, if not his/her goals by studying nature and 

istening cbsely. For exampb it is fair^ obvious that everything we have to work with is ahjady 

here—the stones, the soil, the wood, the water and the air. All materials are given to us by 

nature and are constantly returned to the earth without waste as we understand it. There is a 

continuous cycb of everything, with all waste becoming the food for other iving systems. This 

is due to energy which comes from outside the system in the form of sunight. Nature operates 

on "current income.' It does not mine or extract energy from the past, it does not use its capital 

reserves, and it does not borrow from the future. It is a complex and efficient system that 



creates and cycles nutrients, so economical that modern methods of manufactunng energy pate 

in companson to the etegance of natural systems of production. Biodiversity is the characteris

tic that sustains this complex and efficient system. What prevents iving systems from running 

down and veering into chaos is an intricate and symbiotic relationship between milions of or

ganisms, of which no two an; alke. Nature will judge our attempts and bt us know what wilt and 

what will not work. Her experience is vast, some four bilion years of it. This is something we 

can benefit from and shoukt take advantage of because we simply do not have that kind of time. 

Gardening: A Focal Practice 

The suburban landscape is not completely void of meaningful relationships and experiences. 

There are smal refuges of hope that have held up against the onslaught of commodification 

and convenience The fragmentary practices of individuals within their communities are where 

these le, what Abert Borgmann calls focal practices. Those relationships that draw together 

the essence of one's environment, bringing it into focus and simultaneously reveairg the sitate 

of ones being with the world . Relationships of depth are reaized through the practice of 

engagement (Brown. 1997) and are much different from the dominant pattern of snalbw con

sumption Focal practices are resultant of tradition, structure and rhythm (Brown: 1993), they 

are indicative of our ived experiences, resonating in the form of poetic image, bringing to our 

ives what Suzanne Langer calls the, "verbally ineffable and yet famiiar patterns of human 

sentience.'" Once acknowledged, the focal practice hobs the seeds from which a more mean

ingful engagement with the word grows. If protected and encouraged to fburish, our truly 

important relationships and experiences in the worb can be built upon and bamed from. Expe

riences such as gardening are the stepping stones toward a dense and compfex set of rebton-

ships and experiences needed to reaize meaningfully built environments. 

The Architect and the Garden 



The garden ethic includes the sources necessary to provide new metaphors that can inform and 

lead architecture into the new ecobgical era. 

There are certain fundamental laws that are inherent to the natural world that we can 
use as models and mentors for human designs. Ecobgy comes from the Greek roots 
Oikos and Logos, "household' and "bgical discourse". Thus, it is appropriate, if not 
imperative, for architects to tak about the bgic of our earth household. To do so, we 
must first bok at our planet and the very process by which it manifests ife, because 
therein le the bgical principfes with which we must work.-20 

The architect is not so different than Micheal PoHan's gardener. The subject of his/her profes

sion requires the synthesis of both culture and nature. Like the gardener the architect should 

be, "a civiized human being in control of her/his appetites, soicitous of nature, sef conscious 

and responsibb, mindful of the past and future, and at ease with the fundamental ambiguity of 

his predicament—which is that though he/she ives in nature, he/she is no bnger striclly of 

nature."21 The architect should pay homage to no divinity, no self-governing ethic such as 

wilderness or the market since he/she is free The garden ethic requires not a passive stance 

on the part of humanity, but action, as nature is indifferent to the architect's workings and 

indeed oblges the architect to make his/her own way in ife as best he/she can (Pollan: 1991). 

The Future of the Garden in Suburbia 

Repbcing the present lawn-based landscape in suburbia with one based on the garden may at 

first seem simplistic, but it's much more than a physical switch from one to the other, i.e. repbc-

ing our lawns with gardens. H is the beginning of a process towards changing today's culture, 

one based heavily upon economics and the market ethic, to an ethic that is informed by and 

found within the garden. It represents an incremental shift in phibsophy that focuses upon a 

reconnection of the human teing with the natural world. By superseding the lawn with the 

garden, the hope is to recapture and reconstruct the deep and compbx set of relationships 

needed to realze a meaningful existence within our built and natural environments. What the 

diverse compfexity of the garden offers that the stagnant, homogenic nature of the lawn does 



not, is a way to change our suburban environment and set it free from the monotonous and 

shabw set of relationships and experiences it presently harbours. 
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Deep Architecture 

The preceding text has dealt mostly with nature's role as a source of instruction towards a 

garden ethic. There is a second necessary source that must be heeded to make such 

an ethic viable - culture. Contrary to the beiefs of naturaists, who would have society 

throw off the chains of anthropocentrism and let nature run her course, there is truly no 

solution to our problems regarding nature without the aid of civiization The 'auto-

extinction' of the human race would be a totally natural phenomenon, as natural as the 

extinction of any species that burdens it's environment to the point it can no longer 

8. Building - future sustain that species. To avoid such a fate our culture will have to change. Pollan charges, 

'...our laws and metaphors, our science and technobgy, our ongoing conversation about nature 

and the human's place in it—point us in the direction of a different future Nature will not do this 

for us.-22 

Deep Ecology 

Wilam Grey states, in his cntical article 'Anthropocentrism and Deep Ecology": "First, Copernicus 

effectively displaced humanity from the physical centre of the universe. A few centuries; later 

Darwin pointed out that humanity occupied no biological^ privibged position. Then Freud 

claimed that one of our fondly cherished distinctive characteristics, rationaity, was mostly a 

sham."23 Due to observations ike these, we have progressively removed ourselves from our 

predominant positions within the physical, temporal and biobgical In 1972, Arne Naess intro

duced the theoretical framework of Deep Ecobgy. In it, he purports the necessary abandon

ment of our humanity-centred existence, by replacing it with a system based on the intrinsic 

value that exists within humans and non-humans aike. Naess suggests that this non-anthropo-

centric attitude is required if we are to reach the point where both human and non-human life on 



Earth will fburish indefinitey. Deep Ecobgy is a reaction to today's perceived domination of 

nature and a move away from what Joan Bradley suggests is, "...a ubiquitous modern idea that 

the human is the centre of everything and that order comes into the work) only through human 

control and ingenuity-27 Today we operate as if Nature is the Great Mother who never has any 

probems and is always the"e for her children, requiring ittb or no bve in return. It is a single 

sided 'take all you can get" relationship on humanity's part. 

As the phibsophy of Deep Ecobgy questions the science of ecobgy, Deep Architecture is a 

theory that lays open the body of architecture, revisiting the foundatkjn upon which architecture 

has been built by asking deep questions and striving to determine a suitable way in which to 

imbue a meaningful environmental perspective into it. Borrowing from ecobgical theory, Deep 

Architecture is a reaction to humanity's dislocation from its natural environment. It suggests 

that damage to the environment is only part of the problem and that a response shoub encom

pass our alenation as a spwies technobgically, culturally and historically as well. 

Deep Architecture owes much of it's conceptual framework to the theory of Deep Ecobgy. 

However, it shoukf not be viewed simp^ as a paralel theory borrowed from ecobgy and appied 

to architecture. There are distinct and important differences between the two that should be 

addressed. 

Deep Architecture and Anthropocentrism 

First, the suggested non-anthropccentric paradigm shift upon which the platform of deep ecol

ogy resides is not completely in keeping with architecture in general. The danger ir applying a 

purely deep ecobgical perspective ies in the requirement for peope to willfully denigrate hu

man rights and interests, accepting a system based on the "intrinsic vaue" of all human and 

non-human residents ot Earth (Stein and Harper: 1996). If we step too far outside the scab of 



the recognizably human, rather than expanding and ennching our moral honzons, we 

render them meaningless, or at least almost unrecognizable (Grey: 1996). Architec

ture requires an embodiment of the human being by means of form and space centred 

around human existence and values. Without a human centred value system to create 

for what would buildings be? Completely subscribing to the wilderness ethic, architec

ture as we have come to know it would cease to exist and be replaced by a "Neolthic 

9. The Hal style" — basic shelter. 

"It is: not natural to be disbyal to ones own kind.' 

Wendell Berry 

Shallow Architecture 

Another distinction that should be made between Deep Architecture and Deep Eicobgy les in 

how each respond to their shalbw counterpoints. Deep Ecobgy is a reaction to tiuman activity 

that impovenshes and degrades the quaity of Earths iving systems. This behaviour 

is resultant of the relatively short-term and narrow conception of human interests and 

concerns expressed in contemporary ecobgy today, hence shalbw exibgy (Grey: 

1996). Deep Ecobgy suggests we abandon shalbw ecobgy and exchange our hu

manity for a virtually unattainabb set of moral principbs based in biocentrism. Stanely 

Stein and Thomas Harper counter, '...the most unproductive thing we coub do is to 

10. Shallow Architecture advocate radbal paradigm shifts or new absolute metaphysical principles, or to argue about the 

differences between deep and shalbw ecobgy,. this simpty causes divisions amongst those 

who should be alias.*2* Theories of depth should recognize their shalbw counterparts but not 

necessarily condemn them 

fte~v 
t-^H*";* ^Jffitjift, 

Shalbw architecture is a term used to describe how conventional environmental efforts in build-



ing design fail to address the fundamental question of our relationship to nature "By framing 

our environmental response in terms of efficiency and utiity we devalue nature.' (Brown: 1992) 

What is wrong with shabw views is not their concern about the well-being of humans, but that 

they do not fully consider what that well-being consists of (Grey: 1996). Deep Architecture 

shoub not be a theory devised to replace the short-term, human ended ideobgies that exist in 

architecture today with a radically new paradigm. It shoub exist conceptually as E n incremental 

theory that provides an umbrella of architecture under which we can devebp anc articubte an 

enriched and fortified expansion of what it truly means to be a human in nature. 

The Human in Nature 

What Deep Architecture does take from the theory of deep ecobgy is twofold. It hobs that an 

understanding of humans as part of nature and not separate from it. is paramount. Also, it 

recognizes the importance in understanding that the set of rebtionships between regions within 

a system shoub be the focal point of design and not the regions themsekres. Both are impor

tant points if we are to reeiize an architecture of depth. 

The earth is a large system comprised of many other smaller systems, which in turn can be 

further broken down into sjb-systems again and again. The predominant view of the human in 

western society is an atomistic one. We view oursek/es as discrete and separate interacting 

units, in contrast to a hoistic organic conception of organisms as nodes in compbx biotic webs 

(Grey: 1996). This sel-irficted aienation from our environment is not our sob concern. In 

western society we have disbcated oursek/es on many bvels, aienation being the underlying 

issue that retards the devebpment of a cultural, technobgical and historical identity. Of course, 

this sense ot aienation is not a conscious decision on the part of the individual, but the failure 

of traditional moral constraints to curtail human behaviour and to albw intricate interdepend-

ency within and between these systems to be compromised (Grey: 1996). 



Humans spend so much time either in or near buildings that it is true to say most of our environ

mental experience is afected by our buil environment (Day 1990). Our fixation with the 

objects within systems is indicative of our problems People see the reaization of a Georgian 

Styb suburb as a way to regain romantic notions of a period bng since past "he mistake les 

in a fixation on that particular system as a tangible object and in our attempt to apply to it a set 

of relationships and experiences significantly different from those that existed when it was 

conceived. Our relance on the objectified Georgian Stye and our rebctance to investigate the 

true compbxity of the relationships and processes that came to generate such 3 system are the 

points at which such developments fail. Snce our architecture is composed within the confines 

of our present day environmental culural, historical and technobgical parameters, it seems fit 

that architecture is party responsibe for humanity's present state of aienaton Evidentry, it 

stands to reason that architecture play a ma)or rote in reestabishing an intereonnectedness 

between people and their environments 

Deep Architecture and the Garden Ethic 

This intereonnectedness coincides with the aforementxxied garden ethic When viewed as a 

system working by means of the relationships and experiences it manifests and mediates, the 

garden harnesses substance and meaning. The buildings we call home are no exception A 

human modified ecosystem itsel, the house, can become more than |ust the vacant stare of the 

tract suburban home we associate with so often today Through careful renovation, gentrification 

and new devebpmert we can invest meaning into the existing fabric of present day suburbia 

We can look forward to a time when we concentrate on the intensification of the suburban 

environment, as a means of ceasing today's incessant sprawl. The monotonous homogeneity 

of present day suburbia can be replaced with a suburbia rich with diversity, more about the here 

than nowhere A place where, North Amencans wil be proud to Ive as individuals within com-



munities that encourage end respect individuaity white simultaneously promoting an ideal of 

togetherness. With time, we can foster a truly democratic environment where people can trust 
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The Design Project 

"I have come to recognize only one supreme art, the art of becoming human, the art 
of expressing and intensifying one's conxious humanity by appropriate acts, fanta
sies, thoughts, and works...This, then, is the task for today and tomorrow: to restore 
and eventually to elevate even higher than ever before the organic and human com
ponents that are now missing in our convulsively dynamic and over-mechanized 
culture. The time has come for architecture to come back to earth and to make a new 
home for man."** 

Lewis Mumford 
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11. Part 



in the fact that where they choose to ive is indeed representative of their relationship with the 

natural world. 

Site Description 

100 Suntree Place is a conventional cul-de-sac in the town of Okotoks, a bedroom community 

boated 10km south of Calgary's city imits in the Canadian prairie It is a community exemplary 

of Kenneth Jackson's working definition of a suburb: 

1. A place of class, upper to middle with an average family income of $67 600, high com
pared to the provincial average of $56 900 (see appendix A) 

2. A place of separation a commuter town where 60% of residents commute to Calgary. 
3. A place of relatively low density, (compared with older sections of Calgary). 

4. Finally, a place of function, with a dominant building typology of non-farm single 
family residential. 

12. 100 Suntree Piece 

The suburb of Suntree is bcated just east of Highway 2A as it enters the township of 

n r f f t u i Okotoks. Suntree subdivision is organized around a central park space (see fiq. pg. 

38). The dominant landscaping etement is the lawn, punctuated by clusters of both 

deciduous and coniferous trees. A small pond surrounded by some indigenous fbra 

midway through the park is bcated adjacent to a conventional playground. The network of 

streets in the subdivision is reminiscent of Llewellyn Park in New York and Riverside, Chicago 

as it empbys a fluid street pattern instead of the gridiron. However, the shear scale of the 20 

metre wide street ampified by the 20 metre setback of each home nuHfies any seniie of human 

scale. The streetscape was obviously designed for the automobile moving at speeds of up to 

40 km/hr, feeing cbser in scale to a city avenue than a winding country road. 
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100 Suntree Place consists of twelve suburban bts with similarities so prevalent that they often 

go unnoticed even though they are the essential counterpoints in a culure that gbnfies the 

individual. Each dweling has an average frontage of 20 metres and similarly dimensioned 



setback. The similar size of the residences, their equidistant spacing, and the omni-present 

lawn, fences and garages are the common denominators of suburbia that create an overbear

ing sense of equaity and homogeneity among inhabitants. 

The dominant feature of 100 Suntree Place is the pavement of the cul-de-sac itself sitting 

prominently as an object in a field of lawn. When turning into the cul-de-sac, the view west is 

terminated by two normative builder homes. There are no sidewaks, which suggests the cul-

de-sac was not meant to te traversed on foot. There is however, ample space to park cars 

Eleven of the twelve homes have garages that wil accommodate two automooifes. Every 

home also has a driveway capable of accommodating at feast four cars, with space at the front 

of each bt to accommodate another two cars. That is approximately 96 parking spots which 

typically require 13.5 m2 ea:h. In total that is approximately 1296 m2 in parking space. If we 

assume the average home has four occupants (based on the ideal nuclear family) two children 

and two aduls, then there are approximately 2 parking spaces for each person, or four for every 

person old enough to drive. 

Individual bts address the street with regubr tongues of pavement and interlocking brick that 

webome the automobife but not the human being. Humans have difficulty relating to the over

sized garage doors and large swaths of pavement anthropomorphcaly, except vicancusly through 

their mechanized counterparts. The blank stares of each devebper home are what one faces 

after navigating the garage, entering a home built more with the profit of a devebper in mind 

than the peopfe who reside within. The culture of the car and market mentaity are aive and 

well in suburbia. 

100 Suntree Place, along with the whole subdivision devebpment at the North end of Okotoks 

is void of civic estabishmenls such as shops, restaurants, sports faciities, theaters, museum, 

and/or ibranes, save for one elementary school. The few community estabishments that do 



exist are located in the town centre approximate!/ 3 km away. Here, there is a tension in the 

main streets, a struggle between maintaining the town centre's traditional prairie feel and/or 

accepting a town centre dominated by the automobile, accented by gas stations, fast food 

restaurants, video rental shops, convenience stores and other strip development. The latter 

seems to be winning. 

It is apparent that this praine town of Okotoks, on the outskirts of Calgary is exemplary of the 

suburban condition. It is predominantly a car centred community with no pubic transit, homog

enous not only in terms of building typobgy (mainry single family residential) but also with 

regard to the residents themselves. From the demographics avaibbe 79.4% of the population 

is under 44 years of age and 50% of that group are under 19 years of age, while the elderly 

make up only 5% of the population. These statistics indbate that a high percentage of famiies 

reside in Okotoks, feading to the predominance of the detached single family suburban home. 

Outside of Okotoks the roing fields spotted by ranches, farms, individual homes, cattle etc.. all 

set against a backdrop of loling hills and the enormous prairie sky, provide a visual and expe

riential connection with natjre that is indicative of the human in nature. Adjacent to Suntree 

subdivision, immediately across the highway, the feeing and experience of the prairie is tangi

ble - however, once inside Suntree that beauty is bst. The gold and brown of the prairie gives 

way to the surreal green manicured lawns of the suburbanscape. A street fifed with new builder 

homes greets visitors upon entry, every one similarly sporting an articulated facade that retreats 

around a comer into the nondescript world of aluminum siding. As mentioned there are cars 

everywhere, in drive ways, garages and on the road, coupfed with copious amounts of asphalt. 

Fences that keep chiktren in and the peering eyes of the community out are commonplace, 

reinforcing the subdivision as a true champion of separation and aienation. The human apart 

from nature paradigm is strong in Suntree, as it seems everything here has been buitt with 

superficiaity in mind, in dinsct contrast to the beautiful realty of the surrounding prairie land-



xape. In fact, Suntree could be mistaken for a subdivision three thousand kibmetres away in 

Southern Ontario. This similarity alludes to the lack of identity and placelessness of residential 

North America. It is due to our blatant disregard to bcaity that the genius of place rarel/ shows 

through - that the here is almost non-existent and nowhere prevails. 
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13. Asphalt 

14. Lawn 

15. Fences 

r 

Site Strategy 

Remove the Exotics 

The first expbratas considered the removal of some common suburban characteris

tics of 100 Suntree Place. Characteristics that allude to a landscape of togetherness 

visually but offer no significant meaningful experiences and/or relationships that con

nect the human tieing with nature. These are termed exotbs; characteristics such as 

the lawn, asphal, automobibs, garages, fences and aluminum siding. In their stead a 

buikjing/landscape intervention into the suburbanscape of 100 Suntree Place is pro

posed. One that aims at encouraging rebtionships and experiences about the here, by 

repbcing such exotics with a suburban fabric designed around the human being and 

her/his environment. 

In general, the site organization strategy focuses on connecting Robinson Drive with 

the park at the osntre of Suntree subdivision. The present cut-de-sac alludes to such a 

connectkxi directionaly but ony as a means of automobile circulation. By removing 

two existing buider homes at the end of the cul-de-sac this conneclion becomes a 

realty both visually and experientially. The next step focuses on the transition from the 

landscaped park, through a zone of transformation into the built environment; progres-

sive^ becoming more urban as one approaches Robinson Drive. (See conceptual drawing 

Pg. 47) 

The existing paik condition is feft to the forces of nature for all to enjoy. Nature plays 

the dominant roe in what the park will become, left to infiltrate the manicured bwn with 

indigenous fbra and fauna that over time will reclaim the bnd, turning il into a Western 
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17. The Trodden Path 

Canadian prairie meadow. Letting nature do the work removes the human from the rote of 

'hero', proudly planting trees, pushing around land and doing "what is best for the 

earth' (Bradley. 1988). Instead the rob for the human is muted, a sibnt observer 

stepping back and inviting the original nature of the place to return. Unike the Bradley 

Method of Bush Regeneration where bnd is fenced off, this devebpment encourages 

respectful and sensitive human impact, realzed in things Ike a shifting path of trod

den prairie grass or possibly the remnants of a child's snow fort beneath a tree; signs 

that acknowledge the human's presence as part of the landscape embedded in the memory of 

the place. 

18. Diversity in People 

Moving from the natural park through the wooden gate in a bw three foot stone wall, onto a 

network of wooden plank and crushed stone paths, a transition zone has been introduced - a 

community garden. Here, residents work in nature with their own pbts of land, yiebing both the 

fruits of their efforts and a renewed sense of community. The community garden is 

both the human and nature's place. It caters to all ages, a vanety of gardening inter

ests and levels of mobiity. It is for people that may just want to watch the gardens 

grow to the most ambitious vegetabb gardener providing food for the table For those 

with reduce mobiity garden pbts of various heights are available to minimize tending 

and offer the possibiity of gardening for those in wheebhairs. Equal!/ as important 

there is space provided for children to play in the NW corner of the devebpment. Hard space 

that reduces the chib's reiance on asphalt streets dominated by cars and the lawn of the 

seldom used park. Dedicated hard space provides an area for skate boarding, biking, street 

hockey and in the winter a community ice nnk. The community garden offers more than a place 

to grow vegetables, it offers the potential for experiences and relationships between people and 

their environment to bbsisom. 
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Moving cbser to Robinson Drive the bndscape changes, becoming bss about function and 



more about form. The wooden planks and crushed stone paths give way to brick wakways 

The traditional yards on either side of the wakway have been replaced with a series of hard and 

soft landscape compositions. Each residential unit at grade has both a patio and xenscape 

(drought resistant landscape). To create a more private space in the transition from the pubic 

wakway to the privacy of the residence each patio has been bwered one melre creating a 

formal descent toward the building. Further, each patio is encircled by a one metre wall/raiing 

that terraces down to the patio providing a sense of privacy from the wakway but still albws a 

visual connection. Xeriscaping is done at the unit owner/tenant's discretion, the ony con

straints being reducing environmental strain/impact by minimizing water usage and eiminating 

harmful chemicals and pesticides. 

FinaBy, the wakway bads onto Robinson Drive changing from brick to larger tibd pavers that 

make up the ground-plane for a new suburban streetscape. The pubic nature of the street is 

ampified by the presence of sensitive small scab retail units with residential units overhead. 

As well, the street accommodates a vanety of forms of transportation, i.e. pedestrians, bikes, 

buses and automobibs. The breadth of Robinson Drive has been brought down to human 

scab by inserting a tree ined Boubvard. Here the automobib finds access to underground 

parking beneath the street and away from the pedestnan. Street furniture and human scab 

lamp posts ine the 3 metre wide tibd sidewaks that run adjacent to the built form. As well a 

bus shelter is incorporated into the building hub that meets Robinson Drive. 



Building Strategy 

The built intervention proposed acts as an insertion into this new suburbanscape physically, 

socially, poitically and environmentally. Generally, the building is designed as a springboard 

toward an architecture of depth for the suburban environment. The municipal development 

plan of Okotoks states that devebpment of mixed land uses is needed as wel as an increased 

diversity within the population base. Devebpment that places home, work, recreation and daily 

shopping needs in cbse proximity to one another is also required. Further, denser residential 

devebpment is to be encouraged, appropriate^ integrated with adjacent, non-residential land 

use. This intervention inlo the suburbanscape is a non-traditional residential scheme that ac

commodates a large range of people, ifestybs and uses. Transformed, it becomes a truly 

democratic community that reacts to the human being and the local environment - not the 

automobile! 

The Spine 
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19. The Spine and the 
Hub 

The original street surface of Suntree cul-de-sac is the ground on which the building unfolds 

Anchored to Robinson Dnve by a subterranean parking garage, retail and bft residen

tial units, the spine of the building, atwek/e metre masonry wall, prqect:; into the heart 

of the cul-de-sac west toward the park. Smaller scab masonry partition walls branch 

out to the xeriscaped yards and patios delneating the spaces for residential units. The 

spine meets the community garden doublng as a chimney for the community fire pit, 

the backdrop to the community greenhouse and a retaining wal for the elevated north

ern gardens. Finally, the wal protrudes into the natural park as a one metre raiing that tapers 

into the landscape. The wall is meant to act; as an structural element, an acoustic barrier, a 

raceway for building systems (water, sewage, ebctncity), a retaining wall and to provide an 

over-all visual/experiential connectivity to the project 



The Hub 

On Robinson Drive the two and three story multi-use vobmes are grounded by ground fbor 

retail spaces of masonry construction and two brge masonry volumes indicating verticb circu

lation and rooms for buidlng systems. This extends bebw grade and forms a subterranean 

parking garage for retail owners and residents of both existing suburban homes and those in the 

new residential units. The garage is accessed by the pedestrian from the elevator and two 

staircases in the hub of the building. Automobiles must enter and exit through the boulevard on 

Robinson Drive effective^ removing the automobile from the pedestrian environment. The car 

is de-emphasized again as onty one parking space is albtted for each of the aforementioned 

units. 

The retail units are of masonry construction providing an aesthetic cue that differentiates them 

from the wood clad bft units above and provides ampb bad bearing capacity Individualzed 

store and/or office fronts would be encouraged. The residential bft units above the retail units 

consist of open plan fbor pbtes intended to accommodate a variety of housing needs. For 

example, if very smaH units are desired to house singfe peopb of meager means, these 'con-

vertibb" spaces coukt be divided up into smaU one room flats. On the other hand, full size 

space may be desirabb for brge studio apartments reflective of the trend in many urban centres 

today. Priority would be given to retail unit owners at street bvel in an attempt to eirtroduce the 

"mom and pop shop' idea back into the community. 

Aesthetics 

Abng the masonry spine, the wood framed main residential units extend west from Robinson 

Drive into the cul-de-sac The fragmentary appearance of the Southern facade responds to the 

variety of individual needs and wants indicative of community. As Donald McDonaW charges 

'...if one design charactenstic can be said to be most expressive of democracy, it is fragmenta-



t ion> Each unit is as unique as the residents that inhabit them, making for a truly democratic 

building where there is no need to apply a repetitious or homogenous aesthetic. This does not 

mean that there is disoroer for the sake of originalty. The purpose is to satisfy the functional 

and aesthetic needs of the people in the building as does the Northern facade which is less 

fragmentary and responds to general building circulation. The third fbor glazed hallway on the 

north facade is used to access the upper level bft units and acts as a continuous visual ebment 

across the facade while simultaneously providing sheler for the outdoor wakway at grade. 

The Barn and the Loft 

The clapboard skin of the buikting is reminiscent of the horizontal clapboard cladding of tradi

tional prairie barns that dot the western Canadian landscape (see fig. 20). This is contrasted 

with tall windows into industrial ike bft vobmes facing south, with generous ighting, high 

ceilngs and an open pbn. However, not all the spaces in the buildirg albde to the 4 5 

urban bft. Units 1-3 and 5 combine and contrast the bft spaces with more intimate 

spaces reminiscent of a traditional home, respectful of the individuals reed for a place 

of one's own. The changing bvels within units 1-3 and 5 are not suitabb for peopfe of 

reduced mobiity and are meant more for familes that woukf be attracted to conven

tional suburban homes. The square footage of these units ranges from 1400ft2 to 

20. Prairie Vernacular 2200fP. Unit 4 is an open plan concept restricted to the first fbor. 

Loft unit 6 is the on^ unit on the second bvel accessed by the ebvator or the stairwell in the 

hub. This unit is suitabb for peopb with reduced mobiity and those wishing the added 

secunty offered by a second story residence. Similarily, this is the case for units 7-11on the 

third fbor which are abo accessibte by the ebvator and stairs Each of these units empbys 

an open plan and is corvertibb, simibr to those units mentioned earier above the retail 

spaces on Robinson Drive. The size of units ranges from 500ft2 to 1600ft2. Each upper unit 

has a south facing outdoor garden/patio reinforcing a connection with the natural environ

ment. 



Conclusion 

This MDP has focused ufion the theoretical framework of Deep Architecture with the intention of 

furthering it's devebpment 

First, in revisiting the theory of Deep Ecobgy it has been suggested that Deep Architecture not 

be viewed as simply a parallel theory. This is largely due to the non-anthropocentric foundation 

upon whbh Deep Ecobgy is built, as well as it's condemnation of shalbw ecobgical practices. 

This project suggests that architecture is inherently anthropocentric and that Deep Architecture 

should exist as an autonomous incremental theory, providing an umbrella of architecture under 

which we can devebp and articulate an enriched and fortified expansion of what it truly means 

to be human as pari of nature. 

Further, this project identifies Micheal Potan's garden ethic as a suitable middle ground be

tween the market ethic and wibemess ethic, both of which govern devebpment in North Amenca 

today and perpetuate the human apart from nature paradigm. The garden ethic requires active 

participation on the part cf the human being if responsibb devebpment in concert with nature is 

to be achieved. If architecture is inherently anthropocentric, as stated above, then environmen-

taly responsible devebpment must come from a set of human vabes that respect and work 

with nature. The garden ethic provides this sort of vabe system. Within the garden exist the 

metaphors and ideas that can inform an architecture of depth, an architecture that manifests 

and mediates meaningful relationships and experiences between the human being and his/her 

environment. Relationships and experiences that are brought about through focal practices 

such as gardening itself which hefc centre a person within their environment reveaing their 

way of being within the word. 

The design section of this MDP is founded upon the aforementioned theoretical investigation. 



The scope of the design exploration has been imited by time and various other constraints 

This has resulted in incomplete areas of research that may be of interest to peers who wish to 

further investigate topics related to the body of work surrounding Deep Architecture. Such 

avenues of study may inclide, alternative energy technobgies and their rote in redevelopment 

of the suburban environment, the pubic's rob in creating a Deep Architecture within the subur

ban environment, marketabiityof alternative devebpment practices in suburbia and, time and 

it's role in designing for a meaningful suburban environment. 

It shouki also be noted that the design suggested is fairly radical and would by no means be 

impbmented today due to the constraints of contemporary devebpment poicy. However, times 

are changing and municipaities such as Okotoks are adopting innovative devebpment plans 

that acknowledge the need for diversity in use, building typobgy, demographic and bndscape 

devebpment towards a more Iveabb community This project responds to these wants and 

admittedly may push the envebpe of imptementabb design However, this has been done 

conxiously with hope that in the not so distant future society will demand suburban devebp

ment and redevebpment that empbys principles similar to the ones derived by this investiga

tion (see appendix B). Devebpment that will imbue present day suburbia with a sense of 

togetherness, fostering a truly democratic environment where people can trust in the fact that 

where they choose to ive is indeed representative of their relationship with the natural world. 
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Okotoks Facts 

Location: 40 km south of downtown Calgary on Highway 2 (2A), 45 minutes to Calgary Inter
national Airport, 20 km north of High River, 75 km to Kananaskis Provincial Park and Recreation 
Area. 

Elevation: 1053 metres (3500 ft) 
Population: 10 000 people (1998) 
Annual Growth Rate: 85% (1996-1998) 

NOTE: One of the top 25 fastest growing communities in Canada (Census Canada: 1996) 

Average Mean Temperature: Summer 22.7 "C 
Winter -8.9 "C 

Average annual hours of sunshine per day: 6.34 firs 
Chinook average: 25 days 
Frost free days: 112 
Mean rainfall per year: 300 mm 
Mean snowfall per year: 153 cm 
Mean total precipitation; 42.41 cm 
Number of days with precipitation: 113 

Employment Base 

Agriculture, education, construction, transport, trade commercial business, home-based busi
ness. 

Residential Starts 

1993-118 
1994 -162 
1995 - 85 
1996 -109 
1997 - 237 
1998-285 

Business Development (based on licenses) 

1993-480 
1994 -571 
1995-500 
1996 - 451 
1997 - 497 
1998 - 550 



Transportation 

Highway: Highway 2A (High River) 
Highway 2 (Calgary-Lethbridge) 
Highway 7 and 22 (Turner Valfey, B.C. ) 

Air: Okotoks Air Park- 5000 ft. ighted runway 

Rail: CP Min Rail ine (imited spur access) 
Bus: Scheduled Greyhound Service 

Southland Transportation Commuter Bus 
(to Calgary) 

Emergency Services: Fufy integrated poice, fire, ambulance and emergency response serv
ice (911) 

Perceived Advantages of living In Okotoks: No supplementary business tax. 
A woe array of faciities and services per 
tax dollar. 
Population growth. 
High teal and regional income. 
Relative location - access to B.C./ 
Calgary/ U.S. markets. 

Educational Facilities 

Nursery schools: 2 5 9 
Elementary Schools: 4 
High Schools: 2 
Private Schools: 2 
Adult Education: 1 

Annual Average Family Income: $67 600 (Provincial Average Family Income: 56 900) (1996) 

Medical Facilities: High River Hospital, Foothills Health Unit (Okotoks). 

Utilities: Electricity (Trans/Vita Utiities Ltd.), Natural Gas (Canadian Western Natural Gas Co. 
Ltd) 

Telephone: Telis 

Intended Future Growth Sectors: 

Calgary Commuters 
Tele-commulers 
Seniors/retirees 

Professional/commercial services 
Rebcation motivated by ifestyb choice 
Local and regional industrial growth 
High tech and green (ight industry) 
Home-base businesses 

Government: Mayor and Council of six 



Population Age Structure (% of pop): 0-19 39 3% 
20-44 40.1% 
45-64 15.6% 
65+ 5% 

Recreation Amenities: 18 note golf course 
6 indoor curing sheets 
Recreation Centre 
Two indoor arenas 
One indoor swimming pool 

21 Parks and Playgrounds 
40km of interconnected hiking/biking trails 
Sport Fields 

11 ball diamonds 
2 football fields 
2 rugby fields 
12 soccer fields 
5 tennis courts 

Cultural Centre 
Pubic Gallery 
Pubic Library 
Outdoor ice rink 
Outdoor track 
Campground (70 sites) 
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Design Principles 

Remove the Exotics 

The Automobib 

1. Rebcate parking faci ities for suburban homes in bebw grade community bts. 

2. Renovation of garages into smal apartments, greenhouses, indoor/outdoor courtyards, etc 

3. Enhance streetscapes by impbmenting boulevards and increasing the breadth of pedestnan 

wakways with emphasis on devebpment at the human scab. 

4 Increase pubic transit. 

5. Impbmentation of street furniture. 

6 Devebpment of extensive pedestnan/bicycb path network with significant community 

oriented destinations, i.e. ibraries. shops, schools, etc.. 

62 

The Lawn 

1 Replace the existing 'lawnscape' of the suburban environment with a gardened landscape 

2. Encourage drought resistant landscape devebpment (i.e. xenscapes, rock gardens etc..) in 

the stead of yards that abws for indigenous species of fbra to dominate 

3. Remove exotic species of lawn and albw for indigenous grasses as ground cover 

4. Invite nature in to redevebp community parks so as to admit the genius of place back into 

the suburban fabric 

5 Provide land for community gardens 

6. Create hard space in the stead of the street for children's activities ike skateboarding, street 

hockey and winter skating rinks. 

7. Remove the eight foot h gh fences that contribute to the landscape of separateness suburbia 

is today and replace them with vegetation and or sensitive bamers such as bw wak 

8 Encourage roof top gardens as a means to reclaim some of the ground-plane used by build

ing footpnnts 



Integrity 

1- Encourage the use of a variety of indigenous species of fbra in landscape development, 

maintaining bio-diveraty. 

2. Encourage muli-use devebpments that provide the necessary residences, shops, restau

rants, ibraries, schoote and other community devebpments that contribute to a iveabb 

community. 

3. Offer a variety of residential devebpments that albw for a diverse demographic ard in

creased population density within the community. 

4. Attempt to establsh a vernacular by relating building aesthetics and functionaity to histori

cal, cultural and traditional building typobgies and usage. 

5 Empby technobgy responsibly in building design, keeping it central to the main conceptual 

agenda - the human as part of nature. 
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site plan and section w-e 
Section w-e runs perpendicular to Robinson 
Drive. Programmatically the built form re
sponds to the landscape elements: 1. A 
new suburban park. A public/nature space 
re-created for the community by inviting na
ture back and allowing the genius of place 
to take hold for all to enjoy 2. The com
munity garden and greenhouse. A con
tinuation of the public realm established by 

the park, although oriented specifically to
wards the residents of the community. This 
garden is not intended to be static, but to 
act as a dynamic framework that encour
ages the development of a community of 
togetherness. The focal practice of garden
ing is at the heart of this landscape element, 
providing experiences and establishing re
lationships that will help centre residents 
within their environment. From the garden 

a sense of locale and a heightened interac
tion with one's environment can be 
achieved. 3. Built form. The residential 
housing is of an alternative form consisting 
of variously sized units, organized with the 
diversity of a functional community in mind. 
It sits within a system of environmentally 
sensitive landscaping including xeriscapes 
(drought resistant techniques), patios and 
rooftop gardens. 4. Astreetscapeforthe 

people. The most urban element, 
Robinson Drive, becomes a streetscape of 
multi use residential, retail and commercial 
development. In addition the scale and aes
thetic of the street focuses upon the pedes
trian and not the automobile. 

..' ! • 



site axo and site section n-s 
The original cul-de-sac of 100 Suntree Place 
gives way to an architectural insertion: A 
residential/retail and commercial develop
ment of depth born from the idea that a 
democratic suburban landscape for all North 
Americans is possible. What was once the 
realm of the automobile is reclaimed by the 
human being through architectural 
intervention and the making of a gardened 

suburbia. The siting of the building 
achieves a more intimate human scale 
bringing a sense of place that encourages 
the resident to focus her/himself experien-
tially within his/ her environment through en
gagement of various sorts (i.e. walking, 
biking, gardening, community events, play
ing). Roads without sidewalks are re
placed with a path system, fences are re
duced to low walls, the traditional lawned 

park and play equipment is replaced by 
designated hard space. Generally, the 
lawned suburbanscape gives way to a gar
dened landscape intent on revealing the 
genius of place. A place is created that re
inforces the residents as active participants 
in nature/their environment and encourages 
the development of a community generated 
of togetherness and not the predominant 
theme of separateness that exists today. 
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elevation e 
Elevation e is the view west from 
Robinson Drive into the development. 
The intent is to encourage a first-level 
retail commercial area with loft residen
tial units above, alluding to a more tradi
tional "mom and pop shop" street condi
tion. These programmatic differences are 
delineated through varied construction 
methods. The below grade parkade, the 
first level retail commercial units and the 

W^J 
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elements of the "hub" (i.e. elevator and me
chanical systems volumes) are all of ma
sonry construction. These elements serve 
as the foundation for the relatively light 
woodframe residential loft units above. The 
aim of including small scale retail and com
mercial elements to the project is to intro
duce an increased variety of building us
age to the community. The present day mo
nopoly of the detached single family home 
offers a stagnant environmnet which must 

W V 

give way to altenative uses if a truly demo
cratic community of togetherness is to be 
achieved. By allowing businesses relevant 
to community living (i.e. food stuff shops, 
coffee shops, office space etc...) to infiltrate, 
a public realm begins to take shape and the 
suburb ceases to be the bedroom of the 
city. 

plan 0: garage 
Community Use A. Entrance/exit 
from boulevard on Robinson Drive. B. 

Elevator C. Mechanical Systems 
Room D. 1 parking spot per resident 
and retail unit owner. Total 29. E. 
Entrance/exit from boulevard on 
Robinson Drive. 



elevation n 
Both interior and exterior circulation are 
the predominant programmatic character
istics expressed on the northern facade. 
The upper gla2ed walkway that extends 
the length of the building acts visually as 
a connective element, while fulfilling a 
functional role as both an interior and ex
terior covered walkway. 

plan 1: ground floor 
Retail/Residential A. Community 
Greenhouse B. Community outdoor 
cooking/gathering area. C. Retail Unit 1 
D. Retail Unit 2 E. Retail Unit 3 F. Bus 
shelter G. Elevator H. Mechanical Sys
tems Room I. Retail Unit 4 J. Retail 
Unit 5 K. Retail Unit 6 

Residential Unit 1 1. Entrance 2. 
Kitchen 3. Formal Living Area 4. Private 
Study 5. Informal Living Area 6. Wash
room (2 pc.) Unit 2 1. Entrance 2. 
Kitchen 3. Formal Living Area 4. Wash
room 5. Bedroom 6. Informal Living Area 
Unit 3 1. Entrance 2. Kitchen 3. Formal 
Living Area 4. Washroom 5. Informal Liv
ing Area 6. Washroom Unit 4 1. En
trance 2. Kitchen/Living Area 3. Bed

room 4. Washroom Unit 5 1. En
trance 2. Kitchen/Living Area Bedroom 
3. Washroom/shower room Unit 6 1. 
Entrance 2. Kitchen/Living Area 3. 
Washroom 4. Sauna/shower room 



section s-n 
Section s-n runs parallel to Robinson Drive. 
Each level of building use is shown in the 
graphic to the right. Above line (A) are resi
dential loft units. Between lines (A) and (B) 
are small scale retail and commercial 
spaces and other community amenities. 
Between lines (B) and (C) is the garage for 
residents and retailers. Only one parking 
space has been allotted to each residential 
and retail/commercial unit in order to de-

emphasize the automobile within the com
munity. Entrance to the garage is from 
Robinson Drive through the boulevard and 
under the street, effectively separating the 
car from the pedestrian environment. Ver
tical circulation is shown in the central "hub" 
of the building to the left of the large ma
sonry wall that serves as a raceway, carry
ing building systems throughout. 

plan 2: second floor 
Residential Lofts A. Loft Unit 8 B. 
Loft Unit 9 C. Elevator D. Mechanical 
systems room E. Loft Unit 10 F. Loft 
Unit 11 Residential Unit 1 (second 
floor) 1. Space overformal living area 2. 
Large Bedroom 3. Washroom 4. Outdoor 
area 5. Large bedroom 6. Washroom 
Unit 2 (second floor) 1. Space over for
mal living area 2. Large Bedroom 3. Wash

room 4. Outdoor area 5. Washroom 6. 
Medium bedroom 6. Medium bedroom 
Unit 3 (second floor) 1. Space over liv
ing area 2. Washroom 3. Medium bedroom 
4. Washroom 5. Medium bedroom Unit 4 
(second floor) 1. Large Bedroom 2. 
Washroom Unit 7 1. Entrance/kitchen 
area 2. Medium bedroom 3. Washroom 
4. Living area Unit 8 (second floor) 1. 
Large bedroom 2. Large bedroom 3. Wash
room 
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section w-e 
Section w-e runs perpendicular to Robinson 
Drive. The residential units are of 
woodframe construction surrounding a ma
sonry "spine". The spine's primary role is 
as a raceway for the building's systems sup
plying each unit from the "hub" on Robinson 
Drive with the amenities required. The 
spine fulfils a variety of other functional roles 
a well, including chimney, fireplace, railing, 
retaining wall, door frame and party wall. 

It also acts aesthetically as a visual con
nective element that ties together the whole 
composition. Each residential unit em
ploys either a free plan loft scheme or a 
more conventional cottage scheme, and in 
some instances both. Based upon these 
two iconic building typologies, the loft and 
the clapboard cottage, a truly "sub"-urban 
project is realized. The architecture is nei
ther fully urban nor fully rural, expressing 
simultaneously the urbanity of the city loft 
and the intimacy of a cottage in nature . 

plan 3: ground floor 
Loft Residential A. Loft Unit 16 B. 
Elevator C. Mechanical systems room 
Residential Unit 12 1. Entrance 2. 
Loft space, open plan 3. Roof top garden 
Unit 13 1. Entrance 2. Loft space, open 
plan 3. Roof top garden Unit14 1. En
trance 2. Loft space, open plan 3. Roof 
top garden Unit 15 1. Entrance 2. Loft 
space, open plan 3. Roof top garden 

Unit 16 1. Entrance 2. Loft space, open 
plan 3. Roof top garden 






